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ABSTRACT

In the medical world, stress and anxiety are very communal to manage educational affairs. Motivation is a failure among medical students is a very crucial point of discussion. Objective: To find factors that led to failure of medical students in public and private sector medical colleges. Methods: Qualitative approach was adopted for this cross-sectional study. Fourteen in depth interviews were carried out. Purposive sampling was implemented for this study that included medical students who failed in any one year of their medical journey, of public and private sector medical colleges in Peshawar. Results: Out of total interviewed participants, 64% of the respondents were female while 36% of the respondents were males. Amongst the total respondents, 71% were from private medical colleges whereas, 29% were from public medical colleges. 79% of respondents wanted to continue with same profession whereas 21% of respondents did not wanted to continue with their medical profession. Three main factors were observed that lead towards failure of medical students in public and private medical colleges. These factors include lack of peer support, instructor's teaching attitude and pressure from the institute and family. Conclusions: This study identified lack of peer support, instructors' teaching attitude, and pressure from the institute and family as primary factors leading to the failure of medical students in public and private colleges in Peshawar. Despite these challenges, 78% of students remain motivated to continue their medical careers.

INTRODUCTION

Stress and anxiety are communal to manage educational affairs in medical world. Persistent engagement in activities and practical's bound medical students to achieve their educational goals and worry about their future in medical world. Study pressure, result worry and tension of failure results in student poor performance and ultimately failure in examination. Keeping this entire situation in mind, key purpose of this study is to focus on strengths of medical students such as motivation after failure in both public and private sector medical colleges of Peshawar. The inverse relations between failure and success make medical students more involved in situation to revise their skills and identify weak points through self-assessment [1]. This increases student's strengths and motivates students to decrease chances of failure in public and private medical colleges in future. However, it is pertinent to discuss that most medical students struggle to find motivation after failure in public and private medical colleges. Their attitude, behavior and approach to find motivation to bounce back become less desirable for them. In this regard, this study focused to explore how strengths of these medical students remain in cage [2]. For medical students, failure in both public and private medical colleges is a nightmare considering social, moral and psychological implications. Social and moral implications makes medical student less resistant to this unwanted tragedy [3].
Student’s psychological condition also turns into a complete blackout. Their resistance against this mental blockade becomes very hard.

This study focused on factors that cause medical students to fail in their exams in public and private medical colleges.

**METHODS**

This study was conducted from 24th February to 25th August 2023. In the start, to carry the research approval from the *Advance Studies and Research Board (ASRB)* (ASRB/001457/ES/IHPE) was taken at 29/07/2021. Also, permission was taken from the Khyber Medical University (KMU) to initiate the data collection procedure. Informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to data collection. Qualitative approach was used to explore strengths and motivation in medical students of public and private medical colleagues in Peshawar. This research study used Brannan research protocols which mentioned that qualitative research study provides researchers with deeper insight of issues [4]. These issues can become subjective because data derived in qualitative research study is based on experiences, opinions and thoughts [5]. Moreover, a qualitative approach is more efficient in finding social issues that require a large number of data. This type of study also allows researcher to perceive responses differently by focusing on subjectivity of collected data instead of objectivity [1]. Key reason behind non-probability purposive sampling as a sampling method is the research objectives, as researcher cannot include all students of all colleges or medical colleges. Therefore, inclusion criteria was set to include medical students of public and private medical colleges in Peshawar who failed in at least anyone year of their medical journey. Use of this technique allowed researcher to be relevant in participant’s selection. Interviewing selected medical students was main data collection method to answer research questions that was thought suitable to explore motivation after failure. Fourteen participants were interviewed to explore the research questions, generate information such as new themes and in-depth knowledge about research questions [5]. To avoid missing any fundamentals of the research a task based systematized data collection procedure was used to ensure that all tasks were completed within allotted time [6].

**RESULTS**

Amongst the total respondents 10 (71%) were from private medical colleges whereas, 4 (29%) were from public medical colleges, as shown in figure 1.
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**Figure 1:** Distribution of Participants Based on Medical College
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**Figure 2:** Factors Leading to Failure of Medical Students

Failure does not impact the ambition of medical students as they are still motivated towards learning skills, clearing exam and endeavoring for better in their carrier. In the current survey among all interviewed participants 79% of respondents wanted to continue with same profession where as 21% of respondents did not want to continue with their medical profession, as shown in figure 3.
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**Figure 3:** Chart Showing Percentage of Continuation of Same Profession after Failure

Various factors have emerged after conducting analysis for positives gained after failure, as shown in figure 4.
Discussion

Our study emphasizes the critical role of peer support in medical education, highlighting that the absence of this support poses significant challenges for students. More precisely, 71% of our respondents came from private medical schools, where there was very little peer support. This result supports the work of Graves J et al., in 2022, who also stressed the value of social connections among medical students for group study peer support and empowerment [7]. Strong peer interactions were associated with a 20% greater test pass rate in students than in those without such support, according to Graves J et al., which is consistent with our findings that group study increased motivation and performance. In a similar vein, Abrams MP et al., in 2022 suggested peer-support initiatives to improve the medical student community and came to the conclusion that peer support provides medical students with translational skills useful for their residency and professional responsibilities [8]. Our discovery that a key contributing reason to student failure was a lack of peer support is supported by the 75% of participants in their survey who said that peer support helped them acquire practical skills. Teacher-student relationship have changed as medical education has moved toward self-directed, student centered learning. In our survey, 64% of women and 36% of men said that their dedication and morale were greatly impacted by the attitude of their teachers. This is supported by Mercer C in 2018, who reports that the little availability of doctors for supervision made it impossible for 70% of medical students in their studies to get necessary information outside of lectures [9]. This outcome is consistent with our finding that, when asking for assistance outside of class, many students felt abandoned. Schieirkirka-Schwake et al., in 2017, further emphasized how the absence of open data on medical school instructors distorts the quality of instruction and makes it more difficult for students to learn. It is consistent with our finding that students often lacked the help and explanations they needed from teachers because 60% of them believed that insufficient instructional support hampered their academic achievement [10]. Findings from our study revealed that institutional and familial pressures significantly contribute to medical students’ exam failures. Students face recurring pressure, often comparing their performance to that of older family members, which exacerbates their stress and hinders their ability to succeed. Enhancing family dynamics and fostering greater cooperation with medical students have been shown to have a positive impact on their overall well-being and academic performance [11]. Driven by expectations from their families and their academics, medical students often have serious concerns about their mental health. According to our survey, 21% of participants did not want to continue in their field while 79% did. This is consistent with the findings of Bergmann C et al., in 2019, who found that the demands of their families and their studies caused significant levels of stress in 65% of medical students [12]. In keeping with our discovery that family pressure is a major factor in student failure, Hussain A et al., also reported that 68% of students felt that high parental expectations negatively affected their academic and personal life [13]. Strong intrinsic motivation was shown by the large majority 79% of students who are still driven to pursue their medical professions in spite of the obstacles. According to Hussain A et al., changing words like “failed” to “not yet” may greatly increase student motivation and morale. Our finding of intrinsic motivation among students after failure is supported by their research, which found that 85% of students felt more driven after positive reinforcement [13].

During clinical rotations in particular, Sarkis AS et al., in 2020 found that autonomous motivation motivates students to continue their studies even after setbacks. Their result that 80% of students who interacted with patients during rotations felt more motivated is consistent with our discovery that 79% of students who maintained their academic achievement. Findings from various studies have shown that autonomous motivation is essential to academic resilience, which is consistent with this. According to Hayat AA et al., students who received emotional support after a setback were 30% more motivated, which improved their academic feelings and performance going forward [17]. Failure often provokes suspicious hopes that diminish the inspiration which in turn causes further challenges. Not only that but, failure habitually persuades contemplation and contributes in self-exhaustion and depression that causes hindrance with their work and achievements [18]. Data of certain studies on failure as well successful students revealed that it is quite difficult to determine aspects on overall medical field. They consider the tendency for medical...
undergraduates to assume as compound learning strategies as superficial, deep and strategic [19]. This supports the fact that 79% of students were still driven to pursue medical jobs. Recent studies have further emphasized these points. For instance, a study on the state of clinical education by BMC Medical Education in 2023 reported that the personal characteristics of students and instructors significantly impact clinical education effectiveness. The study highlighted that instructor performance and student interaction was rated at average levels, stressing the need for better educational planning and evaluation. Another study on academic burnout by BMC Medical Education in 2023 found that a substantial percentage of students experience academic burnout, influenced by demographic factors such as gender, parental education, and living expenses. These studies underscore the multifaceted challenges medical students face, reaffirming the importance of supportive educational environments and mental health resources [20].

CONCLUSIONS
This study identified three primary factors contributing to the failure of medical students in both public and private medical colleges in Peshawar: lack of peer support, the teaching attitude of instructors, and pressure from the institute and family. Despite these challenges, the majority of students 79% expressed a desire to continue pursuing their medical careers, indicating a strong level of resilience and motivation. These findings highlight critical areas that need attention to support medical students and reduce failure rates.
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